September 24, 2021
The Honorable Merrick B. Garland
Attorney General
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NWWashington, DC 20530
Dear Attorney General Garland:
We write today to follow-up on our Congressional Black Caucus (CBC) colleague, Congressman Troy
Carter’s letter, dated September 10, 2021, which requests a pattern-or-practice investigation of the
Louisiana State Police ("LSP"). This police department has displayed consistent and blatant disregard
for the rule of law and accountability practices regarding excessive use of force by police, and the
CBC stands in solidarity with this request and ask that the Department of Justice investigate.
As recounted in Congressman Carter’s correspondence, on May 10, 2019, LSP engaged in a highspeed chase with Ronald Greene. Once Mr. Greene stopped, he raised his hands, apologized to State
Trooper Dakota Moss and Master Trooper Chris Hollingsworth, and within seconds was shot with a stun
gun.1 If that were the end of the incident, the public likely would have never heard of it. That was not
the end of it, however, and despite LSP's cover-up attempts, the truth has finally come to light.
Unarmed, Mr. Greene exited his vehicle, was thrown to the ground and placed in a chokehold.
Hollingsworth then punched Mr. Greene in the face multiple times while he exclaimed that he was sorry
and scared. By this time more state troopers arrived, and Mr. Greene was shackled by the hands and feet
and Trooper Kory York dragged Mr. Greene face down on the ground. Mr. Greene was left lying face down
on the ground bleeding from the head while troopers made jokes and called Mr. Greene a "stupid
motherf!'**er". 2 At this time, LSP sprang into action, not to save Mr. Greene's life, but to save their own
skins. Mr. Greene was pronounced dead on arrival at the hospital. It's clear that LSP officers began a
coordinated effort to ensure no one ever heard of Ronald Greene.
LSP's efforts were successful for over two years. During that time, LSP stuck to the storythat Mr.
Greene had died as a result of injuries sustained in a car crash. No LSP personnel were disciplined,
and the trooper's body camera footage was suppressed. Over two years passed beforeMr. Greene's body
camera footage and records were released, demonstrating the lengths LSP went to cover up the facts and
circumstances of Mr. Greene's death. Despite LSP's best efforts, we now know the name Ronald Greene.

1 Jlttps:// www .cnn.com/? 021 /08/25/us/louisi ana-bod y-camt ra-pnli ½e-heal ing:/i ndc.x.html
2 b.ups:// 1v,11 w.cbsncw s.\;Ont/ news/nmaid- gr ·enc-arr' Sl--dc alb- hod vca,11v-idco -rclcnscd/
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As Mr. Greene's tragic death entered the public conscience, the LSP assured the public that this was an
isolated incident. However, the evidence says otherwise. This was undoubtedly not an isolated incident.
LSP has historically and systematically directed unnecessarily violent, targeted attacks, especially upon
Black and brown individuals. 3 LSP's database is filled with names they wish the world would never
know.
Again, w e r e i t e r a t e C o n g r e s s m a n ’ s C a r t e r request a meeting with Associate Attorney General
Vanita Gupta and Assistant Attorney General Kristen Clarke to discuss the widespread problems within
LSP andways in which the Department of Justice can be a partner in finding a solution.
The CBC is committed to working to ensure the country follows our laws and protects the civil rights of
the people. We can start with Louisiana.

Sincerely,
_____________________
Joyce Beatty
Chair
Congressional Black Caucus
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